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ABSTRACT 
8601 1-6010 
The science of complexity has moved to center stage within the past few decades. Complex systems range 
from glasses to the immune system and the brain. Glasses are too simple to possess all aspects of 
complexity; brains are too complex to expose common concepts and laws of complexity. Proteins, 
however, are systems where many concepts and laws of complexity can be explored experimentally, 
theoretically, and computationally. Such studies have elucidated crucial aspects. The energy landscape has 
emerged as one central concept; it describes the free energy of a system as a function of temperature and 
the coordinates of all relevant atoms. A second concept is that of fluctuations. Without fluctuations, 
proteins would be dead and life impossible. A third concept is slaving. Proteins are not isolated systems; 
they are embedded in cells and membranes. Slaving arises when the fluctuations in the surroundings of a 
protein dominate many of the motions of the protein proper. 
Keywards: Complexity, proteins, energy landscape, fluctuations, slaving. 
1.INTRODUCTION 
Complexity is difficult to define, bur it is clear that the important systems in our world, from biology to the 
internet and social networks, are complex. 110 such systems share common properties and are they 
governed by universal concepts and laws? Proteins, or biomolecules in general, are good choices for 
studying complexity. Here we use results from one particular protein, myoglobin (Mb), the hydrogen atom 
of biology. We show that essential properties of complex systems, namely a large number of states, the 
existence of multiple energy, entropy, and time scales, the presence of fluctuations and relaxations, and 
their sensitivity to the environment, can all be explored by using Mb. The lessons learned from Mb can be 
used to understand protein families other than heme proteins, as will be discussed in another contribution.' 
The physicists approach to biological systems is shaped by past experience. In many fields of physics, the 
exploration involved structure, energy levels, and dynamics. Of course, progress is never linear and 
struchlre, energy levels, and dynamics are nearly always intertwined. In the H atom, the steps involved the 
Balmer series, the I3ohr atom, and quantum mechanics. In proteins, the three steps can also be recognized, 
but a fourth one, fimction, is unique to living systems. We begin by sketching the structural aspects of 
proteins. 
Proteins are constructed from twenty different building blocks, amino acids' '. All amino acids have the 
same backbone, N - C, - C. Sidechains, attached to the C,, differ and give the amino acids their 
characteristic chemical and physical properties. Directed by the DNA, of the order of a few hundred amino 
acids are linked covalently by peptide bonds. In the proper environment the linear polypeptide chain folds 
into the tertiary structure, which is often globular. Textbooks usually give the impression that the tertiary 
structure is static and unique, much like an aperiodic crystal? This impression is wrong. Proteins are 
dynamic systems that can assume a large number of different conformations and that move rapidly from 
conformation to conformation. 
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Myoglobin is built from about 153 amino acids and its size is about 2 x 3 ~ 4  nm3. The polypeptide chain 
encloses a porphyrin group with an iron atom at its center. Mb occurs mainly in muscles where it gives rise 
to the red color. A major role of Mb is the storage of dioxygen, but it is also involved in the enzymatics of 
nitrogen oxide? 
Fig. 1 gives two views of Mbe6 Fig la shows Mb as visualized by most biochemists and crystallographers. 
In this view, Mb indeed looks like an aperiodic crystal. Every atom is in its proper place and no hole is 
visible that would permit the entry or exit of small molecules like 02. Fig. lb  presents a physicists view, a 
schematic cross section through Mb. The porphyrin ring, the iron atom, and some cavities are recognizable. 
02, NO, and CO bind at the iron atom, denoted by Fe. 
____________________________________I___----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fig. 1. a. A view of myoglobin. The positions of the atoms are deduced from X-ray measurements. H atoms 
are not shown. b. A schematic cross section through Mb. The folded polypeptide chain is surrounded by a 
hydration shell, a thin layer of water molecules, less than about 0.7 nm thick. A, B, and D are explained in 
the text. 
2.THE ENERGY (CONFORMATION) LANDSCAPE' ' . 
2.1 Proteins exist in many conformations 
Fig. 1 a gives a misleading picture of proteins, because a protein can assume a large number of somewhat 
different conformations or conformational substates (CS). The proteins in a protein sample thus all have the 
same composition, but have a wide range of different structures. At low temperature, each protein remains 
fixed in a particular CS; at ambient temperatures it fluctuates among all accessible CS. Clear evidence for 
the existence of CS came from flash photolysis studies with carboxymyoglobin, MbCO? In these 
experiments, CO is initially bound to the heme iron in the position denoted by A in Fig. lb. The sample is 
placed in a cryostat and the Fe=CO bond is broken by a laser flash. The CO moves into the heme pocket to 
a position denoted by B in Fig.lb. At temperatures below about 160 K, the CO cannot escape from the 
heme pocket and rebinds to the iron. Surprisingly, the rebinding is highly nonexponential in time and can 
be approximated by a power law, 
N(t) = (1 + kt)" . (1) 
Here N(t) is the fraction of Mb molecules that have not rebound a CO at the time t after the flash. The rate 
coefficient k and the exponent n change smoothly with temperature. The nonexponential time dependence 
could be caused either by a homogeneous ensemble with all protein molecules being identical and having 
the same nonexponential rebinding, or by an inhomogeneous ensemble with each Mb molecule having a 
different rebinding rate. Multiple-flash experiments, the poor man's single molecule technique, prove the 
second alternative to be correct? The observed kinetics, Eq. ( I ) ,  can then be explained by postulating that 
the enthalpy bamer, HBA, between B and A is not unique, but is given by a distribution. Many experiments 
support this explanation." The existence of different barriers in different Mb molecules leads directly to 
the concepts of CS and of an energy landscape. The names came later, but the concepts are already clear in 
Fig. 2, taken from ref. 9. In this figure, different groups of substates are labeled by their barrier heights HBA. 
The barriers between CS are represented by the spikes. 
Fig. 2. Conformational substates and energy landscape? The figure, taken from an early paper, presents 
only a one-dimensional cross section. Barriers between substates are shown as spikes. 
Fig. 2 is far too simple because it presents the CS in a one-dimensional plot. In reality, the CS and the 
energy landscape live in a high-dimensional space, A particular substate CS is characterized by the 
coordinates of each atom of the protein, the hydration shell, and part of the surrounding.'2 l 3  These 
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coordinates can be looked at as describing a vector c in the hyperspace. An attempt at explaining the 
concept is made in Fig.3, where the hyperspace is projected onto two dimensions. A few of the more than 
3000 conformational axes are drawn. Each point represents one particular CS. The energy landscape, at a 
given temperature, is then given by the free energy as a function of the vector c. An ensemble of Mb 
molecules is a swarm of points in the conformation space, similar to a mosquito cloud in real space. The 
number of CS is not vown,  but it most likely far exceeds 10”. Because proteins are dynamic systems, the 
swarm is not stationary, but proteins move from CS to CS at ambient temperatures, just like mosquitos. The 
swarm of substates is not featureless, but is organized hierar~hically.’~ At present, the organization is only 
imperfectly known, but some general features are sketched in Fig. 4. Three different types of CS can be 
distinguished, taxonomic, statistical, and local. 
Fig. 3. A projection of the hyperspace characterizing a protein in a given conformation. Each point 
represents a vector c describing one particular conformation or conformational substate (CS). 
Fig. 4. The energy landscape of Mb, including the hydration shell and a part of the solvent, is organized 
hierarchically. Three different types of CS are known at present, taxonomic, statistical, and local. 
, 
2.2 Taxonomic substates (isomers) 
In Mb, the top tier shown in Fig. 4 consists of three (possibly four) different conformations, denoted &, AI, 
(Az), and A3. They are characterized by the 6-0 stretch frequencies of the bound CO15 and are called 
“taxonomic” because they can be characterized individually. The structures of A0 and AI, in particular, 
have been determined by X-ray diffraction.I6 The main difference between the two, in addition to smaller 
changes, is the position of the histidine H64. This amino acid is inside the heme pocket in AI, but extends 
into the solvent in Ad. The two CS also have different fbnctions: A1 stores oxygen, while A,, catalyzes NO? 
The structure of A3 and its function are not known. We expect that essentially all proteins will possess 
taxonomic substates. Prions may be a particularly dramatic example; antibodies may also use them.” 
2.3 Statistical substates 
Each taxonomic substate rebinds CO nonexponentially in time at low temperatures. l8 Thus a very large 
number of CS reside within each taxonomic substate. We call them “statistical” because they cannot be 
studied and described individually. The low-temperature data imply that statistical substates within a given 
taxonomic substate perform the same function, but with different rates. 
2.4 Local substates 
Within each statistical substate a protein can still assume slightly different conformations We call them. 
“local sub state^".^^ These substates have mainly been studied by laser hole burning. The connection of 
these CS with structure and fiinction is not known. It is also not known if they are important for function. 
3. PROTEIN DYNAMICS 
Proteins are dynamic systems. Within a given CS they can vibrate, but they can also jump from CS to CS. 
Some of these jumps depend strongly on external parameters such as temperature, pH, salts, and other 
solvent properties. In a glassy solvent, only motions among the local substates occur with measurable rates 
well below the glass temperature T,. Near T8 very slow motions among the statistical substates set in. At 
ambient temperature, these motions are of the order of 10” 5-l in a liquid solvent. In a rigid environment 
such as a crystal or a glass, most of the motions are blocked and only vibrations and transitions among the 
local substates remain. In equilibrium, the transitions are fluctuations. If the protein is brought to a non- 
equilibrium state, for instance by a laser pulse, it will relax towards equilibrium. 
Some characteristic features of proteins are similar to those of super-cooled liquids and glasses?’ Protein 
properties can usually not be described by single values; distributions must be used. The temperature 
dependence of some motions do not follow the Arrhenius relation, 
k(T) A exp[-Wk~T] 
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but can be described py the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher relation, 
k(T) = A, exp[-H,k~(T-To)]. (3) 
Here kg is the Boltzmann constant and H and H, are activation enthalpies. TO is the temperature where k(T) 
extrapolates to zero. As already pointed out, the time dependence of many motions is nonexponential. 
There are, however, profound differences between glasses and proteins. While the motions in super-cooled 
liquids involve, in addition to vibrations, two main processes, the a and the relaxations, proteins display 
more than two tiers af fluctuations. Moreover, glasses and glass-forming liquids are not influenced or 
governed by the environment, but the effect of the solvent and the hydration shell on protein dynamics is 
profound. We will now turn to this aspect of protein dynamics. 
4. SLAVING~~ 
4.1 Protein motions, 
Proteins are machines that interact with the environment. We can expect different types of motions, some 
independent of the environment and some governed by it. To get some insight into these possibilities, we 
turn again to Mb and to Fig. lb. We select a number of processes and characterize them b the temperature 
glycerollwater, 3/1 vh.), essentially the tumbling rate of water molecules, is denoted by hiel. Other rate 
coefficients are measured by following a CO molecule after photodissociation 
refemng to Fig. lb. We consider three processes, the covalent binding step B-. A with average rate 
coefficient keA , the passage of a CO molecule from D to A (kDA), and the exit of the CO from Mb k,itp 
We also select transitions between the taxonomic substates Ao, A], and As, denoted,by and klll(8 Rather 
than plotting the rate coefficients, we show in Fig. 5 log (k/kdiel) versus 103/T. Fig. 5 displays two very 
different classes of motions, slaved and non-slaved. In 3/1 v/v glycerollwater, bel changes from about 10" 
s-' to lo4 s-' between 300 K and 160 K, 15 orders of magnitude. The slaved motions, namely the exit of CO 
and the transitions between the taxonomic substates follow the solvent fluctuations over the entire 
temperature range where they can be observed. The temperature dependence of these motions cannot be 
fitted by the Arrhenius law, Eq. (2). If one tries such a fit, the preexponential factor becomes unphysically 
large. The empirical V-T-F relation, Eq. (3), however, fits the data well. The nonslaved motions, in this 
case the covalent binding and the motion of the CO molecule through the protein, do not follow biel and 
hence are not coupled to bulk solvent fluctuations. They can be fitted to the Arrhenius relation, Eq. (2), 
with reasonable values of the preexponential factor A. The nonslaving can be appreciated intuitively. The 
core of the protein is solid-likeZ4 and shields the motion of the CO from the solvent dynamics. The slaving, 
however, leads to a problem, to be discussed next. 
Fig. 5.  Slaved and nonslaved motions. The slaved motions, for instance the fluctuations between the 
taxonomic substates AQ and A, or the exit into the solvent, follow the dielectric relaxation rate in the 
solvent over many orders of magnitude. Nonslaved motions, such as the transitions from D to A, or the 
covalent binding at the heme, kBA, are not affected by the solvent fluctuations. 
dependence, k(T), of their rate coefficients. The dielectric fluctuation rate of the solven tJ (for example 
and can be described by 
4.2 Entropic control of slaved motions. 
The rate coefficient for slaved motions can be written as 
ksisved = k a i e d W O " ) ,  (4) 
where the coeflicient n(T) depends only weakly on T compared to klaved  and kaicl. Why can n(T) be as large 
as lo5 or, in other words, what causes the hierarchy of motions seen in Fig. 5 if there are no internal 
enthalpy barriers? If the barriers that slow for instance the motion of the distal histidine in and out of the 
heme pocket are not enthalpic, they must be entropic. How can this feature be explained and described? We 
Propose the model shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6.a.) Two-dimensional cross section through the energy landscape of Mb. The functional coordinates 
fcl and fc2 describe the transitions between selected ~ubstates.2~ Each protein in a given taxonomic 
substate I perfoms a random walk in the hyperspace of the protein conformations. A small subset, denoted 
by “open” represents protein substates that have an open path between the protein interior and the solvent. 
A protein in a substate i makes a random walk until it reaches the open substates so that a ligand can enter 
or exit. b) Two taxonomic substates, for instance & and A,. The transition between the two taxonomic 
substates can occur only through an entropic bottleneck. 
The figure represents a two-dimensional cross section through the hyperspace of all statistical substates in a 
taxonomic substate. The functional coordinates fcl and fc2 describe the transitions between selected 
substates?s A protein in a given taxonomic substate i performs a random walk in the hyperspace of the 
protein conformations26 till it reaches the subset, denoted by “open” of the substates in which the protein 
has an open path between the inside and the solvent A ligand can then enter or exit. For simplicity we 
assume that each individual step between adjacent statistical substates occurs with the rate coefficient k ~ .  
Similar1 the transition between two taxonomic substates involves random walk through an entropic 
many processes. 
4.3 Fluctuations are crucial 
Because the slaved motions crucial for function follow kdie, it is obvious that fluctuations in the solvent are 
essential for protein function. Moreover, the fluctuations in the solvent dominate the protein fluctuations. 
Fluctuations in the enthalpy H, the volume V, and the electric dipole moment M can be responsible for the 
slaving. The fluctuations are given by 
barrier. 2 7  This model explains the large value of n(T) in Eq. (4) and the nonexponential time dependence of 
<(AH)’> = kBT2mCp, <(AV)’ > = kBTVBT, <(AM)’> = kBTVEoX. ( 5 )  
Here Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, BT the isothermal bulk compressibility, x the 
polarizability, EO the permittivity coefficient of vacuum, and m and V are the mass and volume of the 
fluctuating system.. The susceptibilities of the solvent are larger than those of proteins, One can therefore 
expect that the solvent fluctuations indeed control the protein fluctuations. It is not yet clear which of the 
fluctuations dominate. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The experiments sketched here, and the corresponding computations and theories, demonstrate that 
proteins, in particular myoglobin, possess the crucial properties that permit studies of complexity: the 
existence of a multitude of states, organized in a hierarchy, the presence of multiple time, energy, entropy, 
and length scales, and the interaction of the complex system with its environment. Of course we are only at 
a beginning. Remember that the elucidation of even such a “simple” system as the hydrogen atom took a 
very long time, involving Balmer, Bohr, de Broglie, Schroedinger, Pauli, Heisenberg, Dirac, and many 
others. Proteins are much more complex than the hydrogen atom. Moreover, they are involved in the 
hc t ions  of life. We can therefore expect that it will take a long time till proteins are understood at the 
level of atoms, nuclei, and solids, But it is an exciting challenge for physicists to work in collaboration with 
biologists, biochemists, and chemists to come to a quantitative description and understanding of proteins 
and their interactions and functions. Understanding fluctuations (“noise”) will be crucial in this endeavor. 
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